Know Your Security Driver’s Covid-19 status - SAFETY MEASURES

Hello,
We at VIP Security Transports & Finest Chauffeurs are constantly updating our safety measures and wanted to
inform you of our latest changes which are highlighted below.
We're encouraging our drivers to routinely get COVID-19 tested & COVID-19 antibodies tested. With
driver approval we’ll share the following information with clients which will appear under the driver's
name & number. You can also request a driver with an option you're most comfortable with, & if
possible, we'll make that driver available.
A, B, & C options available for all bookings
A.
B.
C.

Covid-19 negative / last date tested
Covid-19 antibodies, (negative or positive) & last date tested
No information available

Enhanced bookings
Gold booking
- Driver or guard tested 30 days or less
Platinum booking - Driver or guard tested 3 - 4 days prior. If you have a client or family member visiting
the New York Tristate area for an extended stay & their health & safety is of utmost concern, & if you book well
in advance of the client's arrival, we’ll have our driver, guard, assistant, Covid tested just prior to the client’s
arrival. In addition to driving & or providing security services, our team members can provide personal
assistant duties, run errands & act as a go between the client & all others who haven’t been recently Covid
tested to limit the client’s possible exposure.
Additional safety measures:
1. The Company checks Security Driver’s temperature when Security Drivers pick-up company vehicles. If
the Security Driver has a temperature, we will attempt to replace the Security Driver, and if not possible, we
will cancel the booking.
2. We spray and wipe down the entire cabin with a disinfectant
3. We then use a Travel UV sanitizing wand, to scan / wand the interior vehicle, which is scientifically proven to
reduce bacteria in fabric and in the air.
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4. We’ll place Chiro rolls paper over the head rest, so you can rest your head on freshly placed paper. This is
the same paper used in doctors’ offices.
5. We've stocked vehicles with anti-bacterial hand wipes and Purell gel for Clients & drivers. Vehicles will also
be stocked with courtesy mask for clients who may forget to wear a mask.
6. Our Security Drivers will wear mask and gloves, and we’re requiring our clients to wear a mouth covering
as well
7. When clients require vented heat or air conditioner, our driver will set the vehicle to source fresh air from
outside the vehicle, into the car, instead of recirculating air inside the vehicle.

YES

NO

8. If the client doesn’t require vented heat or air conditioner, we’ll encourage clients and Security Drivers to
open the window or sunroof for fresh air, to constantly vent fresh air into the vehicle, if there is no objection
from the client.
Final note: We at VIP Security Transports believe that minimizing your number of daily & weekly personal
contacts is the best way forward. If a CEO or family uses one dedicated Security Driver, (and knows that
Security Driver’s Covid-1 status on an updated basis) that lowers their risk tremendously, versus using five
different Uber/app drivers during the week. You can safely estimate (pre-covid-19) the average person, makes
on average ten personal contacts per day, between family, friends, store clerk, random person on street etc.,
and if you times that by five different Uber drivers, you have 50 plus direct & indirect contacts, during the week,
versus a steady driver who will have for the most part the same daily 6 contacts, plus 4 new daily contacts.
Lastly, when using different Uber drivers, you don’t know what safety precautions they are initiating on a
regular basis, if any, ours are listed above. Let us be a part of your team to keep your CEO, key
executives & family members with underlying conditions safe & healthy.
To view our safety measures video, visit our website at vipsecuritytransports.com or finestchauffeurs.com
Respectfully,

Aaron Jackson
President,
Ret. NYPD Police Officer
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